2009 Web Liaison Report

Kate Rogge maintained the site's contents, as directed by the AMRT chairs, and made relatively minor changes to its appearance and navigation.

The site will be changed by SAA in the fall. Brian Doyle, SAA’s Director of Member & Technical Services, plans to revise all group and roundtable web sites to a new template. He will be previewing his proposed designs at the SAA conference and expects to revise the current sites after August. The sites have SAA standard appearance and navigation conventions, and will support direct updates (not requiring the assistance of an HTML-proficient web person) by the group’s or roundtable's leaders. It is the understanding that he will automatically convert all existing SAA members' sites in one fell swoop.

Kate will continue as AMRT's web liaison. She looks forward to seeing what design changes are made to the current site. Kate welcomes members' ideas to revise the site to make its contents more useful, and will wait until after the site is rewritten before changing anything significant. She can be reached at: krogge@usa.net